
The “PALAZZONE” – A Guide 

"The Palazzone” of the Scuola Normale Superiore in Cortona, is a historic building of the Sixteenth 
Century and it is under the supervision of the “Sovraintendenza del Ministero per i beni e le attività 
culturali”, and for the safety of the building and of the people, it is subject to specific rules, which 
differentiate it from the normal hotel facilities. 

In any case, we are always ready to welcome you with the usual cordiality and to provide all the useful 
information for your stay. 

Cortona is about 3 km from the Camucia station, which is the nearest one. For train schedules and 
prices, I suggest you visit the Ferrovie dello Stato website www.trenitalia.com, inserting the station 
"Terontola-Cortona" or "Camucia-Cortona". 

Once you get to Terontola station, or Camucia, you can reach the Palazzone with a TAXI: a taxi ride 
from Camucia station to the Palazzone costs about 12,00 / 15,00 euros. You should always book the 
taxi in advance. 

- TAXI: below a list with the mobile phone numbers. 

- OLIVI Francesco +39 391 4239606 

- BELLERI Enzo +39 335 335394 

- CALERI Albino +39 368 7386544 / +39 338 7043596 

- CALZINI Francesco +39 345 0559815 

- PRVULOVIC Dejan +39 348 4023501/ Miki: +39 338 9317508 

- SALIJEVIC Saban +39 338 2877210 

 

USEFUL LINKS 

Below two useful links, so that you can easily reach the building by car: the first with the route from 
Cortona to the Palazzone and the second with the journey from the Valdichiana Motorway Tollgate to 
the Palazzone, both from Google Maps 

https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Cortona+Piazza+Garibaldi,+52044+Cortona+AR/Palazzone+di+Corto
na,+52044+Le+Contesse+AR/@43.2702539,11.9900091,16z/am=t/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x
132bf97899d0be95:0x996b33a8df788cfd!2m2!1d11.9880158!2d43.2738377!1m5!1m1!1s0x132bf973
0726aa31:0x314e2d8c438947a0!2m2!1d12.0009293!2d43.2668147!3e2?hl=it 

https://www.google.it/maps/dir/Localit%C3%A0+Casello+A1+Valdichiana,+53048+Bettolle+SI/Palaz
zone+di+Cortona,+52044+Le+Contesse+AR/@43.2347518,11.8342203,12z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m



13!1m5!1m1!1s0x132be22c1fc624e5:0xe4e103af52905f2a!2m2!1d11.8048297!2d43.2127816!1m5!1
m1!1s0x132bf9730726aa31:0x314e2d8c438947a0!2m2!1d12.0009293!2d43.2668147!3e0?hl=it 

The schedule of the welcome service, on the day of arrival, will be from 4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.. If you 
are staying at the Palazzone, you must absolutely arrive within this time because you must present an 
identification document to the staff of the Scuola Normale Superiore for the registration and all the 
necessary formalities.If you can not arrive on time you will need to find an accommodation for the 
night in hotel and come to Palazzone on Monday morning at 8:30 am 

�The Palazzone is open only for the participants at the Course: If you can not arrive on time you will 
need to find an accommodation for the night in hotel and come to the Palazzone on Monday morning at 
8:30 a.m.. From Monday to Friday, the Palazzone is open starting from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.. 

 
PHONE NUMBERS 
 

- Mrs. Silvana Boscherini  +39 0575 614275  - mobile 346 6863964 

- “Palazzone”: +39 050 509 303 // +39 320 439 9990   

	


